Sharing Interfolio Evaluations

Sharing Copies of Evaluation/Recommendation Statements with Other Committees in the Evaluation Process

As part of the Evaluation Process, one of your responsibilities as a member of a review committee, is to provide copies of your evaluation statements to the other committees involved in the review process.

This responsibility becomes very important for committees that evaluate submitted portfolio materials later in the process, like the College Dean. And it can be done through the Interfolio platform.

To share a document with other Committees through Interfolio:

1) Step 1: Login to Interfolio
2) Step 2: Stay on the “Case Materials” page, click “Share”, then select “With Committee members”
3) Step 3: Remove your name from the “To” section of the message
4) Step 4: Click “Committee”
5) Step 5: Select the correct committee
   a. Repeat Step #5 for all necessary committees
6) Step 6: Click “Add Members”
   a. Repeat Step #6 for all necessary committees
7) Step 7: Fill in Subject field
8) Step 8: Fill in Message field
   a. This message is personal, compose whatever message you feel is necessary
9) Step 9: Scroll down to “Share Files” and click “+Add”
10) Step 10: Select the correct document(s) by clicking the blue +
11) Step 11: Click “send”

***Continue to Next Page***
Step #3

To
Ed Collom (edcollom@fullerton.edu)
Add Another: User | Committee

Subject *
Message Subject

Step #4, click here

Step #5. Select the proper committee(s)

Step #6, click here for each committee selected

Add Members
Step #7
Message to Committee
Subject *
Message Subject

Step #8
Message *

Step #9
Share Files
Files shared with this message can be viewed by the recipient(s) after logging into Interfolio.

Step #10, click the blue + to add document(s) to the list above the available documents

***Continue to Next Page***
Sharing Documents to initiate the Rebuttal Period

1) As part of the RTP process each faculty member has the right to rebut to either or both the Evaluation and Recommendation produced by the committee currently evaluating the submitted portfolio material
   a) This decision must be indicated by the faculty member using the FAR RTP Rebuttal form or the FAR Lecturer Rebuttal Form and that form, along with any rebuttal statements must be uploaded to Interfolio using the process below

2) It is the responsibility of the Committee Chair to ensure that each faculty member in your College receives a copy of the appropriate documentation by published in the FAR Annual RTP Timetables
   a) For RTP, Committee Chairs in Interfolio responsible for initiating the rebuttal period are:
      i) The Department Chair
      ii) The College Dean

   b) For Lecturer Evaluations, Committee Chairs in Interfolio responsible for initiating the rebuttal period are:
      i) The Department Peer Review Committee (DPRC) Chair
      ii) The Department Chair
      iii) The College Dean

3) The Rebuttal Period lasts for 10 CALENDAR DAYS after a copy of the appropriate documentation is provided to the faculty member under review
   a) If the faculty member does not submit a rebuttal within the timeframe given they are NOT allowed to do so through an outside email NOR are extensions to be given.

***Continue to Next Page***
Sharing Documents with the Candidate

1) Once the required evaluation/recommendation statement(s) have been uploaded to Interfolio, following the "required document fulfillment" process it is time to share it with the candidate

2) Message template:

Dear Professor [insert name],

Your rebuttal period for the [insert name of documentation being shared] has been initiated. Above this message is a button that will allow you to see the document that has been shared with you. You will need to log into Interfolio, open to your most recently submitted review packet, and within that review packet click the tab labeled "Shared Committee Files".

You will be able to see and read all the documents shared with you under "Shared Committee Files". Please indicate whether or not you would like to submit a rebuttal using the RTP Rebuttal Form [or Lecturer Rebuttal Form] provided by FAR, as your "Response" to the files shared with you. If you wish to submit a rebuttal statement, please follow the instructions for doing so on the rebuttal form.

You have until [insert date] to file a "response" to the files shared with you under "Shared Committee Files". Once this deadline has passed on [insert date], the rebuttal window will be closed. Rebuttal statements **NOT** filed using this method through Interfolio or after the deadline listed will not be accepted.

Sincerely,

[insert name]

Process:

a) Step 1:

i) Either go to the “Case Materials” page for each case and click “share”

ii) OR Stay on the “Case Details” page for each case, click the “case options” button, select “email candidate” from the drop down menu

b) Step 2: Fill in the required Subject and Message portions

i) The message is completely personal, you can use the template above or create your own

ii) The message must include the following:

(1) What's being shared
(2) A link to the FAR RTP Rebuttal or FAR Lecturer Rebuttal form
(3) The deadline to submit a copy of the rebuttal form and/or rebuttal statement

(a) **THIS IS A HARD DEADLINE**, once this deadline has passed the window to rebut has closed and emailed copies of the rebuttal statements will not be accepted

***Continue to Next Page***
iii) Step 3: Add the necessary files that need to be shared
iv) Step 4: Enable a file response
v) Step 5: Select a deadline 10 calendar days from when you are sending the email
   (1) If the 10th calendar day falls on a weekend, select the Monday after
vi) Step 6: Select “rebuttal/meeting response” as the section for the Response to go into
vii) Step 7: Click “send”
Step #3, click the blue + to get documents to the above the available documents.

Step #4

Step #5

Step #6
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Sharing Copies of any Rebuttals filed with other Committees in the Evaluation Process

If a rebuttal statement is filed by the candidate, then it is the responsibility of the Committee Chair to share a copy of that rebuttal statement with the other Committees involved in the Evaluation Process.

This responsibility becomes very important for committees that evaluate submitted portfolio materials later in the process, like the College Dean. And it can be done through the Interfolio platform.

a) **For RTP**, Committee Chairs in Interfolio responsible for sharing the rebuttal responses filed are:
   i) The Department Chair
   ii) The College Dean

b) **For Lecturer Evaluations**, Committee Chairs in Interfolio responsible for sharing the rebuttal responses filed are:
   i) The Department Chair
   ii) The College Dean

When a response is submitted by the Candidate, the Committee Chair who shared the documents with the Candidate will receive an email that looks like this:
1) When you get the email
   a. Click on the link to view the file submitted in response
   b. OR Login to Interfolio, open up the case, and click on the document title in the Rebuttal/Meeting Response section

Process:

1) Step 1: Login to Interfolio
2) Step 2: Stay on the “Case Materials” page, click “Share”, then select “With Committee
3) Step 3: Remove your name from the “To” section of the message
4) Step 4: Click “Committee”
5) Step 5: Select the correct committee
   a. Repeat Step #5 for all necessary committees
6) Step 6: Click “Add Members”
   a. Repeat Step #6 for all necessary committees
7) Step 7: Fill in Subject field
8) Step 8: Fill in Message field
   a. This message is personal, compose whatever message you feel is necessary
9) Step 9: Scroll down to “Share Files” and click “+Add”
10) Step 10: Select the correct document(s) by clicking the blue +
11) Step 11: Click “send”
Step #2, Click Here 1st

Step #2, Click Here 2nd

Step #2, Click Here 3rd

Step #3

Step #4, click here

Step #5. Select the proper committee(s)
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Step #6, click here

Step #7

Step #8

Step #9
Step #10, click the blue + to add document(s) to the list above the available documents

Step #11